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Sept 23rd

Event Invites

Dec 16th

___________________________________________________________________________

NEWSLETTER
____________________________________________________________________

The Center of
the One Heart
empowers
artists, teachers,
healers and
friends to
joyfully cocreate a new
world.

www.oneheartcenter.org
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Building community
Since its incorporation by the Commonwealth of Virginia as a non-profit educational corporation in February
of 2001, after five exploratory meetings in the year 2000, the Center of the One Heart on a rhythmic basis, has
sponsored periodic gatherings where together we can create powerful, fun-filled and transformative heartfilled environments. In that space, we are able to tap the high-speed intuitive heart intelligence of the Unified
Presence. Our periodic gatherings offer a powerful opportunity to come together in our collective heart and to
tap the power of love and action, divine synchronicity, infinite intelligence, and the powerful connectivity that
comes from awakening and moving into our deepest encoding and purposes for being on the earth.
(www.oneheartcenter.org).
For more than 50 years the University of Science and Philosophy (www.philosophy.org) until 2001 operated
from its Afton Mountain headquarters at Swannanoa Palace and Gardens. Many of the teachers, healers,
artists and spiritual seekers who co-founded the Center of the One Heart were students of Walter and Lao
Russell, the illuminates who lived at Swannanoa Palace on Afton Mountain and who created first the Walter
Russell Foundation which later became the University of Science and Philosophy.
In the 1990’s the 11:11 awakening movement founded by Solara was based in the Charlottesville area
(www.nvisible.com). After the opening of the doorway of the 11:11 on January 11, 1992, many people came to
the Charlottesville area drawn by Starborne Unlimited and its opportunity for spiritual community. Although
Starborne Unlimited later relocated to Montana, then to Hawaii, and now is located in Peru, some of those
drawn to the Charlottesville area by Starborne Unlimited chose to remain in the Charlottesville area. These
two seed groups coalesced to initially generate the formation of the Center of the One Heart and over the last
seventeen years many others have been drawn to the rhythmic periodic gatherings of the Center of the One
Heart.
In addition to roots in the work of Walter and Lao Russell, and the work of Solara and Starborne Unlimited,
the Center of the One Heart engages in group process and group initiation similar to the group work outlined
by Gurdjieff and Ouspensky. When flying in flock formation and in our unified presence, members, associates
and friends of the Center of the One Heart are able to make even more of a difference collectively than they are
in their individually respective paths and they are also able to tap the power, range and endurance that comes
through collaborative spiritual work.
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Please Join Us!
For The One Heart Fall Mixer
Saturday Sept 23rd 6 pm
• potluck....pls bring a dish
• refreshments provided
• mediation circle
• music/dance
• networking
WHERE:International Black Belt Center,
624 Berkmar Circle, Charlottesville, VA 22901
WHO: Friends and Associates of the Center of the One Heart
(www.oneheartcenter.org), friends and associates of the
International Black Belt Center, and friends and associates of the
Society of Awakening Souls at the University of Virginia !(https://
atuva.student.virginia.edu/organization/sas! https://
www.facebook.com/societyforawakeningsouls )! and!in Richmond
(http://aquarianbookshop.com/calendars/aquarian-society-ofawakening-souls/)
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The One Heart Holiday Gathering Party!
Sat December 16, 2017 2 pm ~ on
Whitehall Community Center

• 1:30 set up (pls if you can,come and help:)
• 2 pm circle gathering
• 4:30 Solstice Meditation
• 5:30 potluck ( pls bring a dish to share)
• 7:30 Shallel’s D.J Party begins!
Please bring your instruments and your voice!
**networking table available**
White Hall Community Center:
2904 Browns Gap Tpke, Crozet, VA 22932
See Map: http://www.whitehallva.org/rental.shtml
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The Center of the One Heart

Proudly Presents ...

A Fall Speaker Series
Northside Library 705 Rio Rd W, Charlottesville
Monday Oct 2, 6:30 pm
Antonia Albano
Topic: Journey into the World of Sacred Geometry
‘Evolving’ to the Next Octave of Love’

Monday Oct 16th, 6:30 pm
Margaretta McIlvaine
Topic: Energy Medicine in the Operating Room
‘A Journey of the Heart’!

Monday Oct 30th, 6:30 pm
David VanDerveer
Topic: Creating Community
‘Why and How’
Monday Nov 6th, 6:30 pm
Geoffrey & Diana Bullington
Topic: Learning to live within the Matrix
‘Creating within the Hologram’
The Center of the One Heart encourages readers to visit
our website to review the bios and more info on the topics
for the Speakers Series.

http://oneheartcenter.org

This series is free
and open to the public!
Call Garry Wallace for
more info 434-409-4422
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The Center of the One Heart Fall Lecture Series

Below are Bio’s and Expanded Topic Outlines
Talks will be held at the Northside Library,
705 Rio Rd W, C’Ville VA
All talks are from 6:30-7:30, followed by a Q & A period
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Monday October 2nd: Antonia Albano
Topic: Journey into the World of Sacred Geometry
‘Evolving to the Next Octave of Love’

Antonia Albano
www.celebrationoflove2017.com www.southriverhighlands.com
About the talk:
In 2004, while on a modern day vision quest, Antonia began a journey into the world of
Sacred Geometry, that over the next 9 years would culminate with a family of 7
Geometries of Love ...sacred technologies for the next octave of human & a unified
field system for the next octave of Love. Communication came & continues mostly in
the space between sleep & waking or late at night.
This journey led her further into the world of geometry, physics, quantum physics,
theosophy, philosophy, bio-geometry, shape, motion, color & sound as she sought
understanding.
You are invited to come share in her journey & meet some beauty-full visual
expressions that invite us to consider that we are on a path much, much larger
than that of which we are aware. Antonia is a Messenger.
Bio:!
Antonia has been facilitating workshops on the raising of human consciousness
since early 1990s.This has taken her through many interesting and diverse fields,
most moving into the esoteric sciences and sacred geometry.
The two gifts that Antonia shares are the new Geometric Technologies of Love
- the 'breathing, pulsating, infinite density of potential' geometries for evolution into
the next harmonic of Love and the Next Step in Human Energy Evolution - a complete
'hardware' upgrade of the energetic centers of the human body to facilitate our
evolution.
Throughout the years Antonia has held the dream of a world of 'awakened hearts'.
Founding the ‘World Love Project’, Virginia's ‘Celebration of Love’, ‘Give Love a
Chance’, ‘Travel Journeys’, and the ‘Healing Resonance Council’ are ways Antonia
envisions making a difference. She has been involved for over three decades with the
California based Alohem Center for Transformational Studies, has spent time as a
Transformation Coach and Spiritual Mentor and continues to explore esoteric studies
expanding her inner vision and dissolving illusions.
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Monday October 16th: Margaretta McIIvaine
Topic: Energy Medicine in the Operating Room
‘A Journey of the Heart’
About this talk:
In 2009, Margaretta accompanied a client to open heart surgery at UVA
hospital in Charlottesville, VA.
What she experienced there was profound and life changing. She will share some
unique findings; scientific as well as spiritual,!about this experience!and the numerous
surgeries she has had the privilege to attend as an energy worker. !
We would like to encourage nurse practitioners and other health care
professionals!who might!be interested in seeing this brought to their work,!to attend.

Margaretta McIIvaine
www.bridgebetweentheworlds.com
Bio
Margaretta is an intuitive healer and clairvoyant who assist’s clients in connecting with
all aspects of their multidimensional selves so that life can be lived and experienced
from a larger perspective and a higher frequency. She has learned how to access
wisdom directly from the higher planes.
Her approach to transformational healing combines her formal training at the Barbara
Brennan School of Healing, The Virginia School of Massage, studies in acupressure,
Shiatsu, guided imagery, numerous Buddhist retreats, and all levels of Reiki training
with her own unique experiences of self-healing and self-transcendence. She is also
certified to teach Integral Hatha Yoga.
Her love and appreciation of nature inspired her to create Bridge Between The Worlds,
a retreat center in Keswick, VA.
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Monday October 30th: David VanDerveer
Topic: Creating Community
‘Why and How’
About this talk:
Looking at the history of community and how it has changed and how
we change with it.

David VanDerveer
Bio:
!David is the founder and proprietor of the White Lotus Eco Spa Retreat in
Standardsville, Va.
https://www.airbnb.ca/rooms/886496
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Monday November 6th: Geoffrey and Diana Bullington
Topic: Freeing Yourself From the Matrix
‘Comparing the movie The Matrix with the Real Life Matrix that directs our
actions and reactions.’
About this talk:
We will explore the Real Life Matrix, how our thoughts, emotions and
perceptions affect our genes, our health, and shapes our lives. We will discuss
how the world of matter is an illusion and how our outdated personal myths are
dictating our choices. Are you ready to wake up!

Geoffrey and Diana Bullington
Bio:
As spiritual cosmologists, studying the frontiers of science and heart-centered
religious and philosophical belief systems, Geoffrey & Diana Bullington have
identified Universal Principles, which explain how to ‘consciously create’ a more
harmonious life experience, helping to attain greater awareness and
understanding of how our bio-energetic body works and how to open our heart
intelligence. They share their tools, methods and processes through their
seminars, workshops, videos and visualizations. They will soon be launching a
website, www.spiritualharmonics.com
You can visit their vimeo & youtube channels to see their videos.
www.vimeo.com/spiritualharmonics
www.youtube.com/spiritualharmonics1
Their community Facebook page contains 2 written exercises, which can be
downloaded to help one understand the powerful creative ability of our
subconscious thoughts and emotions.
www.facebook.com/SpiritualHarmonics At Amazon.com they offer a digital
download—a 40-minute guided imagery tool—The Pool of Living Water—to be
used for releasing oneself from his/her outdated programming and conditioning.
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Workshop for Developing Humans
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TheOracleInstitute.org & PeacePentagon.net
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Your Facebook page will have periodic posts about the life, work, and activities about
the Center of the One Heart and afford you an opportunity to link with other messengers
of light and love through our Facebook page, discussion threads, and event threads.
Our goal in utilizing Facebook is to connect with a wider community of other teachers,
healers, and artists whose messages, intentions, and purposes are congruent with the
life, work, and events of the Center of the One Heart.
Please consider “liking” our Facebook page and sharing with others a link to our
Facebook page. https://www.facebook.com/Center-of-the-One-Heart-196099830413665/

The Center of the One Heart has two email groups. You may sign up for either or both
at our homepage: www.oneheartcenter.org
In the bottom left corner of the homepage, there is a sign-up list for the newsletters that
we send out twice each year (such as this spring newsletter). These newsletters focus
only on the Center of the One Heart-sponsored events.
In the bottom right corner of the homepage, there is another email list which is designed
to support teachers, healers, and artists in the greater Central Virginia area. If you sign
up for this list you will receive time, date and place specific notices of events in the
greater Central Virginia area.
You must be a member of this second email group to use the email group yourself.
Additionally, you must follow the guidelines for the group, which specify that all
announcements are to be time, date and place specific, and that there be no hawking of
goods or services, no political postings, no jokes or inspirational postings, and no
forwards.
For the instructions for how to use the sharing mail list contact us
@centeroftheoneheart@gmail.com
SUGGESTION: If you are on the email list you should blind carbon copy yourself on
any announcement that you send out so that you can verify that your announcement
has indeed gone out to the entire list.
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The events mentioned in this Newsletter, are offered freely from the Heart.
The Blue Pot is a way for all of us, to let our hearts speak and say ‘Thank
You’ to the organizing team for their efforts to make all of this happen and
support them towards the costs of printing, and advertising.Please unlock
the Secret of Abundance for yourself by giving to life, work and events of the
Center of the One Heart.Your giving will be re-given through increasing

This is a Grecian Goddess holding a Blue Pot in her hands
pouring golden water unto the Earth.
Golden water symbolizes money expressing love and care.
It heals the wounds of people and planet.
The Blue Pot symbolizes the cauldron of the Earth
in which we transform our use of money.
That Golden Water may flow and express our care!
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A Final Note Of Thanks

With heartfelt appreciation for you and your individual path on Earth at
this time, we cordially invite you to participate in events and gatherings
throughout 2017 for the Center of the One Heart.
We hope to see you and your friends at our lecture series,
the Fall Mixer, and our Christmas
Gathering!

www.oneheartcenter.org

